Application of automated pathology reporting concepts to radiology reports.
This study was designed to extend the concept of automated pathology reporting to radiology reports to find central nervous system (CNS) neoplasms that may currently go undetected. Existing E-Path software was modified to account for the structure and language of radiology reports. Logic was added to allow registries to configure whether they want only new reports or if they also want history, metastatic, and/or previously known reports. Five hospital registries and 3 central registries participated. Three quality-control (QC) studies were conducted with fine-tuning taking place between the studies. The first QC study included random samples of 1,500 reports from 3 data sources. The second and third QC studies each included 1 random sample from 2 different data sources. The software was able to extract reportable CNS neoplasms with a high degree of specificity and sensitivity at 99% and 100% respectively, using the original set of coding rules. This rule set was favored by our hospital registries. Participating population-based registries preferred to receive only positive-new cases. The specificity and sensitivity for this category was 96% and 94% respectively. One hospital registry compared the cases found by the software to their registry database and found 13 additional CNS neoplasm cases in a 10-month period which represented an increase of 18%. Automated radiology reporting is a promising method of mining a previously untapped data source to find cases of CNS neoplasms that may be missed by conventional techniques.